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The 4D Pre-Treated Systems™

A well thought out array of tools that seamlessly 
work together to make cleaning tasks effi cient and 

productive. These systems are a key part of 4D 
Cleaning™.

4D Cleaning™ focuses on 4 specifi c areas;

1 Floors (horizontal surfaces)
2 Walls (vertical surfaces)
3 Ceiling
4 Air

This systematic process of cleaning has built in 
quality controls for workers and supervisors that 

result in consistent outcomes every time.
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You’ll realize fi rst-hand the impressive 
transformations of improved worker 
habits and the facilities cleanliness.

For example, increased productivity and 
additional time for more detail oriented 
cleaning otherwise never addressed.

A decline in on-sight injury and fatigue.
A noticeable shift in team moral and pride 
in their work. A measurable decrease in 
the use of water and cleaning chemicals 

resulting in signifi cant cost savings.

Floors and Baseboards – 
Horizontal Surfaces

Depending on the surface area and the 
extent to which it needs to be cleaned, 4D 

Cleaning™ has a solution.  

Ceilings – Vents & Grates, 
Pipes, and Ducts

4D Cleaning™ tools are specifi cally 
designed to clean in areas not normally 

addressed. Ceiling tiles, fan blades, vents 
and lighting are just a few examples.

Walls and Furniture – 
Vertical Surfaces

and Fixtures
When the 4D Cleaning™ System 

approach is utilized, it allows for more time 
to clean areas otherwise left alone. 

The Air
Unlike conventional cleaning tools, Trio-

Split™ Microfi ber traps and holds the dust 
and dirt while cleaning. This limits airborne 

particles and bacterias.
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The eWAVE®

Microfi ber Pocket Mop

Our 18”/46cm looped wet mop is made of a
Trio-Split™ Technology that allows it to pick up more dirt, 
dust and debris. The Trio-Split™ Technology also prevents 
ballooning in the laundering process and can hold more 
cleaning solution than any other microfi ber mop of its 

size.  It’s pocket backing keeps it snug on the frame and 
allows it to be a non touch system. The mesh backing 

provides a quick distribution of solution when Pre-Treated 
and launders much easier. The color coding dramatically 

decreases the chances of cross contamination. Guaranteed 
to go through 1,000 wash cycles and is double stitched 

throughout for increased durability.
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Part#s
eWAVE18PB (blue, 18”/46cm)
eWAVE18PR (red, 18”/46cm)
eWAVE18PG (green, 18”/46cm)
eWAVE18PY (yellow, 18”/46cm)

GUARANTEED
Processes

1,0
00 Laundry

Prevent Cross Contamination 
with the eWAVE®

Clean with “clean” using the eWAVE®

color coded mops and help prevent cross 
contamination.

Durable Trio-Split™ Technology

Trio-Split™ Technology lends itself to many 
benefi ts. The debris channel design allows the 

eWAVE® to pick up and hold on to more soil and 
germ particles.   It’s double stitched for durability. 

The Trio-Split™ Technology also means the 
mop won’t balloon when it’s laundered and is 

guaranteed for 1,000 laundry processes.

Mesh, fl ow-throgh backing 
saves time and energy costs.

The e-Wave® mesh backing makes the PreTreat 
process instantaneous.   It also conserves a 
signifi cant amount of energy in the laundry 

process allowing for faster dry times.
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Part#s
eHANDLEgrips

Part#s
ePocket

The ePocket™ & eHandle™

The ePocket™ is a collapsible frame designed for our 
18”/46cm microfi ber mop heads. Its sturdy design allows 

the user to apply pressure to the surface and utilize 
all 18” of the mop surface while remaining light and 

maneuverable. The button on the back allows the frame 
to be a “non-touch” system ensuring the user does not 

touch the contaminated mop.

The eHandle™ is our aluminum telescopic handle. It is 
incredibly durable yet light in weight. It comes in two 

sizes. The end is compatible with all of our mop frames 
and dusters and the handles have interchangeable,

slip-resistant, rubber grips available in four different colors 
(eHandlegrips pictured below).

Part#s
eHandle72
eHandle48
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Easily get into those
hard to reach places

The ePocket™ has a full 360° degree swivel, solid 
core frame construction and has a

“no-touch” quick release to dispose of soiled 
mop-heads. The ePocket™ is compatible with all 
18”/46cm 4D Cleaning™ microfi ber pocket mops.

Clean both vertical and 
horizontal surfaces

One of the key benefi ts of the 4D Cleaning™

System is that microfi ber Pre-Treated mops 
gives the worker the ability to clean both vertical 

and horizontal surfaces with one tool.

Versatile, heavy-duty 
construction

The eHandle™ is compatible with all 4D 
Cleaning™ microfi ber fl at mop frames and select 
microfi ber dusters and has replaceable colored 

handle grip for color coding. It’s heavy duty, fl uted 
aluminum construction is available is two sizes.
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Microfi ber Pocket Mops

Whether it’s little or heavy soil our wide selection of 
18”/46cm microfi ber pocket mops assures you’ll always 

have the right mop for any project.

Safely clean your facility with our lightweight and 
ergonomic designs. Save time, water and chemical 

costs by integrating the 4D Cleaning™ System into your 
daily cleaning routine. 
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Versatile Smooth
Surface Cleaning

The short nap SNOWPOCKET is for smooth 
surfaces with low soil build up and high gloss 
fi nish. The TRIOMOP allows the mop to glide 

easily along rougher surfaces or non slip fl ooring 
while remaining easy to use. It’s ideal for rubber 

and “non-skid” or “no-slip” fl ooring.

Microfi ber Scrubber 

The SCRUBPOCKET is perfect for heavy and 
neglected built-up with it’s mini scrubber 

squares that assist in breaking down soil and 
scum. Great for soap scum and hard water 

deposits.

Clean Glass & Mirrors FAST!

The MGLASS mop is specifi cally designed to 
quickly and effi ciently clean glass and mirrored 

surfaces without streaking.

GUARANTEED
Processes

1,0
00 Laundry
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The eDouble® Two-sided 
Microfi ber Cleaning Cloth

The eDouble® cloth is our 8”/20cm x 10”/25cm Trio-
Split™ Technology on one side and a glass cleaning 

microfi ber on the other. Perfect for cleaning and 
dusting with one side and then glass cleaning or 
polishing with the other. The eDouble® cloth has 

stitched trim used to color code the cloth. The 
eDouble® is guaranteed to last at least 300 wash 

cycles. They are streak free and can be treated in our 
PTMINI buckets.
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Part#s
eDoubleB (blue)
eDoubleR (red)
eDoubleG (green)
eDoubleY (yellow)

Two cloths in one

Use the glass cleaning cloth side to clean glass, 
mirrors and polish/clean fi xtures. Fold the cloth 

over and use the opposite side for general 
purpose cleaning. The eDouble® is made with 

Trio-Split™ Technology and guaranteed for 300 
laundry processes.

Quality construction

The eDouble® is made of high quality 400gm 
microfi ber glass cleaning cloth on one side and 

300gm microfi ber general purpose cleaning 
cloth on the other. Sewn together with color 

coded poly-infused trim to help prevent cross 
contamination.

Part of the 4D Cleaning™ System

The eDouble® 8”/20cm x 10”/25cm cloths 
fi t perfectly in the 4D Cleaning™ PTMINI 

buckets. PreTreating microfi ber cloths will 
ensure consistent cleaning results, save time 

and  reduce the amount of water and chemical 
usage. Eliminates trigger sprayers and air borne 

chemical spray.

GUARANTEED
Processes

30
0 Laundry
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Part#s
PTMINIB (blue)
PTMINIR (red)
PTMINIGN (green)
PTMINIGY (gray)

Part#s
PTBUCKETB (blue)
PTBUCKETR (red)
PTBUCKETGN (green)
PTBUCKETGY (gray)

Part#s
PTWHEELS

Measuring Bucket
Part#s
ANTA125B (blue)
ANTA125G (teal green)
ANTA125Y (yellow)
ANTA125R (red)

The Pre-Treat Buckets

The PTBUCKET is a 6gal/20L bucket with a sealing lid, 
graduation marks in gallons & liters, carrying handle and 

optional casters. The inside dimension are;
20”/51cm x 8”/20cm wide by 10.5”/27cm high.

The PTMINI is a 3.5gal/13L bucket with sealing lid, 
graduation marks in gallons & liters and carrying handle. 

Inside dimension are;
12”/30cm x 9”/23cm wide by 10”/27cm high.

Measuring bucket holds 1.5gal/6L with a dilution chart 
graphic and  carrying handle.

Available in; blue, yellow, teal green and red
Part#s
PTBUCKETB (blue)
PTBUCKETR (red)

Part#s
PTMINIB (blue)
PTMINIR (red)
PTMINIGN (green)
PTMINIGY (gray)

12”/30cm x 9”/23cm wide by 10”/27cm high.

Measuring bucket

Available in; blue, yellow, teal green and red

(green)
(gray)

Measuring Bucket
Part#s
ANTA125B 
ANTA125G (teal green)
ANTA125Y 
ANTA125R (red)

(green)
(gray)
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Pre-Treating — Easy As 1 2 3

Consistent results every time

The 4D Cleaning™ measuring bucket provides 
the worker with a simple and easy way to 

measure cleaning solution based on the type 
and amount of microfi ber being PreTreated. It’s 
as straightforward as following the visual chart 

on the inside of the bucket. 

Leak-proof, snap tight sealing lid

Both the PTBUCKET and the PTMINI come with 
a unique sealing lid. These buckets are a key 

part of the 4D Cleaning™ System but are equally 
benefi cial on their own.

Part of the 4D Cleaning™ System

The 4D Cleaning™ PreTreat bucket are a 
fundamental part of the 4D Cleaning™ System. 
They work in conjunction with our cart systems 

to hold, sort and dispose of you microfi ber mops, 
pads and cloths.  

1 Place desired quantity of microfi ber 
items in Pre-Treat bucket.

2 Fill measuring bucket with desired 
solution to corresponding line that matches 
quantity of items place in Pre-Treat bucket.

3 Pour solution over microfi ber items in 
the Pre-Treat bucket.
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The eTROWEL® & eWALL™

Microfi ber Pocket Trowel

The eTrowel® is patented pocket style trowel with fl ex 
back and rechargeable black light or LED white light. It 

has interchangeable color coded grips as well as a scraper 
for hard to remove pieces of debris. It’s ergonomically 
sound design makes it easy to clean horizontal and 

vertical surfaces while allowing the pocket style pad to 
remain securely on the frame.

Part#s
eWall (360° swivel base)
eHANDLE48 (48” telescopic handle)

Part#s
eTrowelb (black light)
eTrowelw (white LED)
eTrowel (no light)

vertical surfaces while allowing the pocket style pad to 
remain securely on the frame.

Part#sPart#s
eWall (360° swivel base)

(48” telescopic handle)
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Patented innovation

The eTROWEL® fl exible base allows for 
cleaning curved surfaces. Color code 
trowel pads and grips to help prevent 

cross contamination.

Black light technology

The 4D Cleaning™ eTROWEL® is outfi tted 
with a powerful black light or LED light.   

The rechargeable battery provides 
exceptional power 10 hour run time (black 

light) and 30 hour run time (LED white 
light). Recharges in 4 hours.

Clean those hard-to-reach 
places with ease 

The 4D Cleaning™ eWall™ has a 360°
degree swivel base that allows it to clean 

in those hard-to-reach vertical
surfaces with ease. 

Part# eGLASS B10 Part# eSCRUB B10 Part# eSNOW B10 Part#
eTROWELPADR (red)
eTROWELPADB (blue)
eTROWELPADY (yellow)
eTROWELPADG (green)

Our Most Universal 
Microfi ber Tool

The patented eTROWEL® offers various trowel 
pads to effectively clean different surfaces and soil 
levels. The eTROWEL® eliminates the use of trigger 

sprayers. The eWAVETROWELPAD™ (pictured 
below) is made with Trio-Split™ Technology and 4D 
Cleaning™ mesh backing for quick PreTreating and 
energy savings in the laundry process. The unique 
pocket system allows changing the microfi ber pads 

without touching the soiled pad.

GUARANTEED
Processes

1,0
00 Laundry
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Microfi ber Cloths

Our microfi ber cloths consist of Trio-Split™ Technology. 
They range from a heavy duty, 300gm microfi ber to a 

general purpose cloth. All include a double stitched, color-
coded edge of polly tape which insures the cloth keep it’s 

shape after various uses and launderings.

Part#
16”/41cm
MGLASS

Part#
14”/36cm x 18”/46cm
MCLOTH300W

Part#s
16”/41cm
MCLOTH300R (red)
MCLOTH300B (blue)
MCLOTH300G (green)
MCLOTH300Y (yellow)

Part#s
16”/41cm
MCLOTHR (red)
MCLOTHB (blue)
MCLOTHG (green)
MCLOTHY (yellow)

Part#s
12”/30cm
MF12BLU (blue)
MF12RED (red)
MF12GRN (green)
MF12YEL (yellow)

Part#s
9.5”/24cm x 7”/18cm
eDoubleB (blue)
eDoubleR (red)
eDoubleG (green)
eDoubleY (yellow)

MF12BLU (blue)
MF12RED (red)
MF12GRN (green)
MF12YEL (yellow)

coded edge of polly tape which insures the cloth keep it’s 
shape after various uses and launderings.

Part#s
9.5”/24cm x 7”/18cm
eDoubleB
eDoubleR
eDoubleG
eDoubleY

MF12GRN (green)
MF12YEL (yellow)

Part#s
9.5”/24cm x 7”/18cm

HEAVY

MEDIUM

LIGHT

PREMIUM

BAR TOWEL

GLASS TOWEL
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Microfi ber Dust Mop

Our Microfi ber dust mops range from 18”/46cm to 
72”/183cm. The Trio-Split™ Technology dust mops are double 
stitched, and have our exclusive debris channel design. They 
easily fi t the standard 5”/13cm slip pocket backing and are 

guaranteed to last up to 300 laundry processes.
Trio-Split™ Technology

Trio-Split™ Technology in our dust mops 
allows them to pick up more dirt, dust and 
fi ne particles. It also prevents ballooning in 

the laundering process.

The Debris Channel

Our microfi ber dust mops unique debris 
channel design enables it to capture and 

hold onto more dirt and debris in the rows 
of the underside of the mop head.

The Microfi ber Dust Mop

Size
Microfi ber Mop 

Head Part #
5” Wire Frame Part#

18” MDUST18 DFRAME18

24” MDUST24 DFRAME24

36” MDUST36 DFRAME36

48” MDUST48 DFRAME48

60” MDUST60 DFRAME60
72” MDUST72 DFRAME72

GUARANTEED
Processes

30
0 Laundry
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The MopDoc®

Dust mopping is the best defense for proper fl oor 
care and safety. When preformed regularly, with 

our Trio-Split™ Technology dust mopping systems, 
you’ll save time and labor in your facilities hard fl oor 

care program. The MopDocs® patented vacuum 
attachment creates cleaner everyday use for your 

dust mops. This cuts down on the constant wear dust 
and debris may cause to your hard fl oors.

View the video of the 
MopDoc™ in action.

View the video of the 
MopDoc™ in action.

Part#s
MopDoc
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Compact and easy to use

The MopDocs® carry/storage handle keeps it 
out of the way when not in use. It universally 

fi ts standard vacuum hoses. It’s straightforward 
design makes it easy to use and guaranteed to 

work every time.

Improve your facilities
safety and air quality 

Cut down on the amount of soil in your facilities 
fl oors and increase the air quality by cleaning 

your dust mops more often and effi ciently 
making for a cleaner and safer environment. 

Keep your dust mops “Debris Channels™” open 
and clean for fi ner soil loading. Fringe material 
is also cleaned at the same time as the bottom 
of the mop. Less debris and cleaner dust mops, 

mean fl oor fi nishes last longer and are safer.

A unique and patented design

A sealed vacuum chamber underneath the 
MopDoc® prevents sliding while cleaning dust 

mop. Meanwhile, a stainless steel magnetic plate 
and vacuum attachment vent allows for various 
degrees of suction. Easy to dissemble and clean 

air chamber compartment.
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Microfi ber Dusters

A key part of the 4D Cleaning™ System is 
dusting. Removing dust is a large part of 

cleaning the air and eliminating the smaller 
microscopic partials within the dust that 

often harbor most of the germs that make 
us sick. The 4D Cleaning™ dusting tools 

reach into those forgotten and hard-to-reach 
places to keep your facility cleaner than ever.

Part#s — MFLEXPK2 - replacement - MSLEEVE

Part#s — MFLEXWAVE - replacement - MWAVE

Part#s — WAVEDUST
replacement - WAVEDUSTHEAD
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GUARANTEED
Processes

30
0 Laundry

Clean The Unseen

Use any number of our aluminum telescopic 
handles to reach in places that are often 

overlooked. From 4ft./1.3m to 20ft./6m we have 
a handle to fi t just about any cleaning task. 

Trio-Split™ Technology 

Our Trio-Split™ Technology allows the microfi 
ber dusters to pick up more dirt, dust and 
debris. It also prevents ballooning in the 

laundering process and holding onto it’s original 
construction integrity longer than other dusters 

on the market.

Get In The Tough Spots

4D Cleaning™ dusting tool allow the user to get 
into those otherwise hard-to-reach places where 

dust and dirt hide and build-up.

Behind TVs and electronic components, ledges, 
shelves and window seals, ducts and vents, fan 

blades and more.
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The DUO System

The DUO divided bucket is our 8.5gal/36L split mop 
bucket. It has two compartments consisting of a 

5gal/19L rinse water section in the rear and a 4.5gal/17L 
compartment for cleaning solution in the front. This allows 

the mop to release the majority of dirt and debris in the 
rinse water section after you have cleaned an area. This 
keeps the solution side less contaminated and reducing 

cross contamination. It comes with a down press 
wringer with a one year guarantee!

© 2018 Creative Products International

keeps the solution side less contaminated and reducing 
cross contamination. It comes with a down press 

wringer with a one year guarantee!

Part#s
DUO (Lime green)

DUO B (Blue)
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Keep It Clean

Unlike most traditional buckets and wringers 
the DUO System has a solid dividing wall. This 
particular feature keeps the dirty rinse water 

and the cleaning solution completely separate 
from one another. Cutting down on cross 

contamination and insuring the mop is “cleaning 
with clean”. 

Smooth Durability 

These casters allow for a smoother transitions 
between thresholds. No more water sloshing 

around and spilling over.

The DUO System casters are equip with swivel 
construction, a double ball bearing raceway with 

axle bearings and nylon, streak free wheels.

Discover The Difference

The Duo System is a perfect way to start 
cleaning with microfi ber systems. If you are 

currently using a traditional mop and bucket, this 
upgrade will open the doorway to some of the 

many benefi ts of cleaning with microfi ber.

With the DUO System you’ll be able to; wash 
and reuse the microfi ber mop heads, save 

on water and chemicals cost while exhibiting 
cleaning tools that demonstrate a serious 

approach to your facilities sanitation.

GUARANTEED
One Year

One Year
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The Microfi ber
Premium TUBE Mop

The 4D Cleaning™ premium TUBE mops are a fantastic 
replacement for the traditional cotton string mop. They 
feature large, tubular microfi ber construction to tackle 

heavy soil with no exposed seams to ensure longevity, a 7” 
scrubber band at the top for removing hard to clean debris 
and a sewn in band along the bottom to maintain the mops 

structural integrity. 

Part#s
MopS (yellow-small) 
MopM (green-medium) 
MopL (blue-large)

SM
A

LL
LA

R
G

E
M

ED
IU

M

Part#
MOPJAWS

Part#
MOPHOLDER

replacement for the traditional cotton string mop. They 
feature large, tubular microfi ber construction to tackle 

heavy soil with no exposed seams to ensure longevity, a 7” 
scrubber band at the top for removing hard to clean debris 
and a sewn in band along the bottom to maintain the mops 

structural integrity. 

MopS (yellow-small) 
MopM (green-medium) 
MopL (blue-large)

Durable Scrubber Head

Premium Tube mops incorporate scrubber 
heads on both sides of the 7” head. 

Color Coded Band

A sewn in, color coded band helps to 
maintain the mops structural integrity and 

easily identify the size by same colored 
head and tail-band.
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Part#s
WAVETABB18 (blue)
WAVETABR18 (red)
WAVETABG18 (green)
WAVETABY18 (yellow)

Part#
TABFRAME

The Microfi ber TAB Mop

The 4D Cleaning™ TAB mop is our Trio-Split™ Technology, 
18”/46cm  microfi ber WAVE mop with tabs on each end 

to fi t snug onto our collapsible TAB frame. This mop 
head works in conjunction with the 4D Cleaning™ DUO 
or Divided Bucket System. It’s available in four different 
colors and is guaranteed for 1,000 laundry processes.Trio-Split™ Technology

Trio-Split™ Technology allows the TAB 
mop to pick up more dirt, dust and 

debris. It also prevents ballooning in the 
laundering process and can hold more 

cleaning solution than any other microfi ber 
mop of its size.

Double Stitched Durability

Unlike most microfi ber fl at mop the 4D 
Cleaning™ TAB mop is double stitched 

throughout the entire mop. This keeps the 
mop loops in tack during use and is part of 
the reasons why we guarantee our mops 

for up to 1,000 laundry processes.

GUARANTEED
Processes

1,0
00 Laundry

Part#s
eHandle72
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Handles

Our handles range in a variety of sizes and construction material. 
From 48”/122cm to 20ft./6m. From traditional wood shafts to 

fi berglass and aluminum. They’re specifi cally design to be paired 
with the ideal microfi ber cleaning tool for the task at hand.

Part# — 9000

Part# — EHANDLED60

Part# — 9000YELFIB

Part# — DHANDLE60

Part# — MOPJAWS

Part#  — AHANDLE60

Part# - eHANDLEGRIPS

Part#  — ATHANDLE

Part#s  — eHANDLE72 {39.5” to 72”}  •  eHANDLE48 {26.5” to 48”}

Part#s  — ATHANDLE180  {15ft. - 65” to 180”}  •  ATHANDLE235 {20ft. - 84” to 235”}

EHANDLED60Part# — EHANDLED60EHANDLED60

Extension H
andles

TU
BE M

op H
andles

D
ust M

op H
andles
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i-fi ber® ~ The Guaranteed Best

Six reason why i-fi ber® is the best microfi ber available.

No Fillers  The competitors microfi ber often use added fi llers to give 
additional absorbency. Fillers can be a harbinger for bacterial making the 

mop unsanitary.

Twisted Looped Pile  Excellent for cleaning uneven surfaces like grout 
and tile. Twisted loops capture larger soil particles, absorbs more moisture, 
and retains more soil. Ultimately, increasing the amount of square footage 

one mop or pad can handle which improves productivity.

Trio-Split™ Technology  Most microfi bers go through the splitting 
process just once. i-fi ber® microfi bers are split three times! More splits, 

more capacity, better cleaning results! Trio-Split™ Technology is exclusive to 
i-fi ber® mop, pads and cloths.

Flow Through Mesh Backing  i-fi ber® mops and pads with mesh backing 
have almost instantaneous saturation during charging. Because there are 

no fi llers the mops and pads dry faster after laundering and are energy 
effi cient with BTU savings as well. Mesh backing also allows for easier and 

more even saturation of the mops and pads.

Pockets  Pockets do not have issues after repeated washings of the pad 
or mop losing it’s adhesion to the frame. Sliding the frame into the pockets 
of a i-fi ber® mop or pad ensures hassle-free performance time after time. 

They also become a more sanitary, “non-touch” system for the user.

Quad Cross-Loop Stitching™  Durable Quad Cross-Loop Stitching™

means longer lasting mops through more washing cycles and end user 
application. i-fi ber® mops and pads use only the best quality threads. That 

translates into a long lasting and durable product. GUARANTEED!
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The eCART® Cleaning System

The eCART® Cleaning Systems were created directly 
from our customers input and is the perfect companion 

for the 4D Cleaning™ Systems. It’s evolution stems 
from customers wanting durability, versatility, compact 
functionality and a “all-in-one” cleaning solution. The 

best part, the modular and customizable design means 
you have the ability to create a cart confi guration that fi ts 

perfectly into your cleaning routine. 
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The eCART® Cleaning System — Leasing Options
Find out if your organization qualifi es for our 4D Cleaning™ System Lease option. Email 
us at info@creativeidea.net today.

We listened to our customers tell us,
“This is how I wish cleaning carts were made.”

The 4D Cleaning™ System Productivity Savings

Cleaning Method Traditional 4D Cleaning™ System

Dusting 5 minutes 3 minutes

Walls & Stalls (vertical) 15 minutes 5 minutes

Fixtures & Tables (horizontal) 10 minutes 5 minutes

Floors 10 minutes 3 minutes

Total 40 minutes 16 minutes

Dusting

Walls & Stalls (vertical)

Fixtures & Tables (horizontal)

Floors

Total
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The eCART® Cleaning System Benefi ts:

1   2-Way Drawer Access
✓ Drawers open from both sides of carts
✓  Fits PTBUCKET or 2 PTMINI Buckets

2   PTBUCKET, DUO or i-mop®
✓ Choose the type of bucket platform
✓  Transport the i-mop®

3   Handle Holders
✓ Extra wide, recessed slots won’t bump/scratch walls
✓  Holds 5 handles with nothing to break, 10-Year warranty

4   PTMINI Buckets or Charger
✓ Pre-Treat with convenient access
✓  Store the i-power charger and extra batteries

5   eTRAIN Video Holder
✓ Training at your fi ngertips
✓  Tips & Tracking on board

6   eTROWEL® Access/Glove Box Storage
✓ Easy placement for tools
✓  Save time & money

7   Electronic Locks
✓ Quickly open/lock
✓  No breaking keys

8   Custom Labeling
✓  Standard license plate size logo template to

identify workers, area, etc. (2x blanks & 2x CPI i-team®)
✓  Customizable for the facility (optional)

9   Heavy Duty Utility Bag
✓ Zipper-top closure with custom logo pocket
✓  Quick release trash removal

10   Roto-mold Construction
✓ Durable Functionality
✓  10-year warranty

11
  eDRIVE System (optional)
✓ Drive the cart with the push of a button – 3 speeds
✓  Powered by i-power batteries (same as i-mop®)

12
  Stable Platform Caster-centric
✓ Push with ease and smoothly rolls over expansion joints
✓ 7” Rear wheel multi-bearing and 5” Front wheel multi-bearing 7” Rear wheel multi-bearing and 5” Front wheel multi-bearing
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90° Shelf

  Shelf with fl at base to fi t PTBUCKET

  Add “9” after any eCART® MINI
part # to have this item added to that cart

45° Shelf

  Shelf with 45 degree angle to fi t PTBUCKET

  Add “4” after any eCART® MINI
part # to have this item added to that cart

DUO Bucket Shelf with 5” caster

  Platform to hold CPI DUO bucket and wringer

  Add “U” after any eCART® MINI
part # to have this item added to that cart

i-mop® Ramp with Tank Holder

  Easily transport i-mop®
with housekeeping supplies

 Holds 2 extra solution tanks

 Ramp for easy storage on platform

*i-mop® tanks not included

Swivel Caster Wheel Set

  5” Set of two 3 swivel casters

  Add “S” after any eCART® MINI
part # to have this item added to that cart

i-Drive®

  Self-propelled, motorized driving for ease of use

  Powered by i-Power (i-mop® batteries) 

  Multi-speed. Forward and reverse

  Simple bolt-in, plug-n-play option to replace rear casters

Part#
eCARTSHELF90  “9”

Part#
eCARTSHELF45 “4”

Part#
eCARTWHLF “S”

Part#
eCART imop

Part#
eCARTDUO “U”

OWERED

eCART® 2

eCART® 2 DUO

eCART® 2 i-mop®

eCART®

iCART®

Part# eCART 2

Part# eCART 2 DUO

eCART2i-mop

Part# eCART 

Part# iCART 
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The eMINI™ Compact
Pre-Treat Cart System

The eMini™ series of carts are light weigh yet solid and 
versatile enough to fi t any cleaning task. The unique 

design allows it to sit on the end of most janitor carts or 
they can be used independently as a stand-alone cleaning 

system. Plenty of space to hold microfi ber cleaning 
supplies and various other cleaning accessories. Select 

from various size confi gurations to fi t your facilities needs. 
Color coordinate handles, buckets, and microfi ber mops, 

pads and cloths to help prevent cross contamination.

Part# - eMINI

Part# - eMINI XXL

Part# - eMINI XL
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Modular & Versatile

Pre-Treat your microfi ber cloths, pads and 
mops in the water-tight Pre-Treat buckets and 
load up your eMINI™ cart with all the necessary 
tools you’ll need for your job. There’s room for 
extension poles, mops, pads, trowels, cloths, 

dusters, fl oor signs, gloves and liners.

Quality Design Construction
and Easy To Use

Solid yet lightweight construction with well 
thought out ergonomic design that causes less 
stress on the worker than traditional mops and 

buckets. This unique design allows for easy 
access in congested areas. Take your tools into 

the room with you for higher productivity.

A Complete System

The eMINI™ Cart System has everything you 
need to clean. It’s the perfect companion for our 
4D Cleaning™ Systems - a simple and effective 

process of produces for superior results that 
promotes a healthy work and living environment.
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The eKITs™

We’ve taken the guess work out of providing the 
proper tools for all your cleaning projects.  

4D Cleaning™ eKITs™ are specific microfiber cleaning 
tools paired together to clean distinct areas of 

your facility. All eKITs™ include our eMINI® XL cart 
combined with eDouble® cloths, 9”/23cm microfiber 

pads and 18”/46cm eWave® microfiber mops. eKITs™ 
provide far less chemical and water consumption, 

radically reducing cross contamination. Each eKIT™ 

differs in the color coded items of buckets, pockets 
mops and eDOUBLE® cloths. Our eKITs™ provide 

a productive, safe and ergonomic worker experience.

Select from our four most popular eKITs™ below. Visit 
our website to see more details like what your eKIT™ 

includes and informative training videos.

RED/YELLOW  eRESTROOM™ BLUE  eCLASSROOM™

BLUE/RED  ePATIENT™ GREEN  eCAFETERIA™

One KIT - ONE Worker!

The above example is all items included in the eRESTROOM™ KIT.

6 6 6

12 12 1 1

1
1

1
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1
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Compact & Full Featured 

The 4D Cleaning™ SmartClean is our fully 
automatic washer with several different wash, 

rinse and spin settings up to 24 hours in 
advance. It comes standard with a stainless steel 

drum and water pump out after each washing 
stage / cycle. It’s remarkably easy to hook up with 

the operator only needing a sink, 110 volt plug 
socket and a faucet.

Total weight is only 64 lbs.
Dimensions are 22” x 22” x 36” high.

Microfi ber Rejuvenate 
Detergent for Heavy Soil

Specially-formulated to clean heavily-soiled 
microfi ber products that have not been cared 
for properly. Just a few applications should be 
enough to knock the heavy soil and built-up 
residue from your microfi ber products. Use 

periodically, not intended for daily use.

Part# - eMICRORECLAIM 41

Microfi ber Detergent Cleaner 

Specially formulated to neutralize the microfi ber 
“charge” during laundering. Microbrite includes a 
brightening agent that is safe for your microfi ber 

and produces a clean and bright-looking 
result (does not contain any chlorine bleach). 

Strong enough for tough jobs yet gentle on the 
environment, biodegradable and phosphate-free. 

A daily-use product.

Part# - eMICROBRITE II 41

SmartClean Automatic Washer

The SmartClean is the only microfi ber laundry 
cleaning system specially formulated for microfi ber 
and the environment. A combination of distinctly 
formulated detergents, our Trio-Split™ Technology 

cloths, mops and pads and the 4D Cleaning™

SmartClean automatic  washer will help your 
facilities become more energy effi cient, conserve 

resources and have a lower environmental impact.

Part# - SMARTCLEAN
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The Finish
Application System

A heavy duty sealing bucket that is used for a 
variety of applications. Apply fi nish with a

24”/61cm or 18”/46cm ePocket™ frame and 
seal the mops between coats.

The buckets’ air tight seal boosts productivity 
with less waste.

Wave Finish

Trio-Split™ Technology holds more fl oor fi nish 
on the microfi ber mop which means increased 
productivity. The Debris Channels™ support a 

smooth, even and consistent coat of fi nish while 
collecting any soil left on the fl oor.

Part# - FINISH MOP 24WAVE

Mesh Backing

Provides easy fl ow through when pulling the mop 
out of the bucket. Assists in evenly distributing the 

fl oor fi nish from both the top and bottom sides.

Glide Finish

Glide poly strips helps this microfi ber “picoloop” 
mop move smoothly over the surface while laying 

down a thin coat of fi nish.
Part# - FINISH MOP 24GLIDE

The Pocket Mop System

Allows for a quick on/off assembly of the mop 
head from the frame between coats. Provides an 

assured straight head control with mop fringe.
Part# - ePOCKET24 or ePOCKET (18” /46cm)

Part# - FINISH KIT 24

Part# - eHANDLE 72

Part# - FINISH KIT 24

The Finish System Kit Includes:

1) 24”/61cm ePocket™ frame

1) 24”/61cm eWAVE® Finish mop

1) 24”/61cm Glide Finish mop

1)  Finish Bucket with sealing lid, fl at press
and 4 casters

* Handle and optional drain valve sold separately

Part# - 
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Finish Application System Benefi ts

1   Transport your Finish 
Application System with 
the ePocket™ frames and 
handle using the 
24”/61cm or 18”/46cm 
frame. Store your frames 

while not in use on the back of the sealing bucket.

2   The raised inner ribs 
easily fi t inside of a 
standard janitor cart 
front recessed shelf area 
(17” / 43.2cm, total 

width) where a bucket and wringer would usually sit.

3   The buckets optional drain valve is used to lay a bead of fi nish 
directly onto the fl oor. It also allows for a safe and easy way to 
drain anything remaining for reuse. Makes for easy cleanup.

4   Heavy duty wide caster wheels. With axle and raceway bearings. 
Center-weighted design means less spills and extra stability.

5   Removable press for easy “tapping” of the mop head that ensures 
there are less bubbles in the fi nish. Plenty of clearance to access 
the fi nish during application. 

6   The sealing lid (like our current PTBUCKET) seals air tight to allow 
for less waste and continue projects for several days between coats.

7  Perfect i-mop® brush and 
squeegee storage. Clean or 
soak your brushes and 
squeegees after use. Seal 
the lids and store multiple 
sets.

Part# - FINISH BUCKET

3

Patent
Pending
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4D Cleaning™ Systems Full Line Catalog




